Ekinops enables T-Mobile Czech Republic to deliver legacy and
virtual services across single operating system
Czech carrier realizes significant operational efficiencies by migrating to a fully open, future-proof OS

PARIS 12 November 2019 - EKINOPS (Euronext Paris - FR0011466069 – EKI), a leading provider of open, futureproof and fully flexible network solutions to service providers, today announces it has enabled T-Mobile Czech
Republic (CZ) to streamline management across its part of product portfolio with the OneAccess branded OneOS6
operating system. The solution has enabled huge operational efficiencies in the delivery of T-Mobile CZ’s
traditional service portfolio.
T-Mobile Czech Republic is the country’s largest telco operator and part of the Deutsche Telekom group, delivering
mobile and fix telecommunication, TV and ICT services to businesses and consumers.
Ekinops was selected because of its unrivalled range of fully open hardware and software. Now, the operator is
equipped with a full set of carrier-grade business data routers, eventually supporting traditional voice ports and a
virtualization platform that is able to service chain VNFs from both Ekinops and third parties as well as support
future Ekinops Software-defined solutions.
Utilizing Ekinops’ OneOS6 operating system across all OneAccess devices and x86-based universal CPE (uCPE),
testing, maintenance and delivery of new services is dramatically simplified, while training and integration costs
are reduced.
“Ekinops was the only supplier that could provide a single operating system capable of supporting all our technologies
including data and voice,” commented Michal Brcak Head of Product Management Enterprise at T-Mobile CZ.
“Thanks to Ekinops’ open system approach, we now have complete control over our technology choices. Thanks to
OneOS6 we have also been able to reduce the training requirements for our technicians, and decrease costs associated
with maintaining multiple operating systems.”
“The OneOS6 implementation at T-Mobile reflects what Ekinops does best: deploy open systems that give operators
both freedom and control, together with a host of cost saving and operational efficiency gains,” commented Frank
Dedobbeleer, VP Group Sales EMEA & APAC at Ekinops. “As operators continue their migration to software
defined and virtualized services it’s vital that they remain in charge of their destinies, defining the technology
pathways and the pace of migration according to their own commercial plans. Like many operators, T-Mobile needs
solutions that work in a hybrid physical/virtual environment for many years to come. Implementing open systems like
OneOS6, that support both traditional and virtualized services, enable this journey by ensuring that migration can
proceed without impeding the continued delivery of existing services”
More information on the OneAccess branded OneOS6 solutions can be found here
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About Ekinops
Ekinops is a leading provider of open and fully interoperable solutions to service providers around the world. Our
programmable and highly scalable solutions enable the fast, flexible and cost-effective deployment of new services for
both high-speed, high-capacity optical transport as well as virtualization-enabled managed enterprise services.
Our product portfolio consists of two highly complementary product sets. One, marketed under the Ekinops 360 brand
name, provides a single, fully integrated platform for metro, regional, and long-haul applications. The other, marketed
under the OneAccess brand name, provides a wide choice of physical and virtualized deployment options for Layer 2
and Layer 3 network functions.
As service providers embrace SDN and NFV deployment models, Ekinops’ solutions enable them to deploy today in
the knowledge that they can seamlessly migrate to an open virtualized delivery model at a time of their choosing.
A global organization, with operations in 4 continents; Ekinops (EKI) - a public company traded on the Euronext Paris
exchange - is headquartered in Lannion, France, and Ekinops Corp., a wholly-owned subsidiary, is incorporated in the
USA.
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